Abstract
This paper reflects on legal pluralism. How did medieval societies incorporate both unwritten customs and written law at the same time? How did they constitute the process of finding justice? What is the essense of legal pluralism, and will it help us understand the situation of Taiwan's indigenous population?
We aim to solve these problems by taking a closer look at medieval Saxony: for around 400 years, both laws given by the authorities and traditional customs in Saxony worked fine in parallel. The latter were put into writing by the legal practitioner Eike von Repgow around 1230 for reasons unknown. We refer to his collection of laws and customs of the Saxons as the Sachsenspiegel (»Mirror of Saxons«).
While Saxons certainly differed from Taiwan's indigenous population for many reasons, such as the supposedly weaker egalitarianism among the Saxons than among at least some indigenous groups, the two show some remarkable similarities nonetheless. Just like the Taiwanese Gaya, the Sachsenspiegel's spiritual origin raises the claim to validity. Furthermore, comparing the handling of a person's sale of inherited property, the legal situations in the Sachsenspiegel and Taiwan's unwritten customs resemble each other. The heir can transfer only property he acquired personally. Furthermore, the author discusses the different character of courts and procedure under oral law in contrast to written modern law.
Finally, the paper concludes with some remarks about a learned commentary on the Sachsenspiegel written around 1325, combined with an outlook on the possible future of Taiwanese customs.
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Bernd Kannowski
On Legal Pluralism and Ghosts in the Sachsenspiegel and in Gaya
Our conference is largely about searching for historic examples for present-day projects that aim to put unwritten customs into writing. However, we wish by no means to exalt history, nor shall we fall for the trap that suggests we can learn from history sensu stricto. All we can be strive for -if there is anything at all for us to strive for here -are ideal types in the sense of Max Weber.
Further, we want to discuss how medieval societies managed to incorporate unwritten customs on the one hand and written law on the other. When a government's power over a community was very limited, how did it maintain stability? Moreover, we want to examine the process of finding the law in communities that have not produced any written laws.
Finally, since our medieval prototype is supposed to reflect the current situation of Taiwan's indigenous population, more than abstract processes of finding the law are at stake. Specific contents of the law spark our interest as well. Such research certainly requires at least some general idea of Taiwanese customs. The kind and helpful advice our host has provided indicates some tentative steps in that direction as well.
1
First, let us examine our medieval model. Over the past 15 years, I have studied what is commonly referred to as the »Sachsenspiegel«.
2 The Sachsenspiegel, »Mirror of Saxons« being its literal meaning, is a collection of the laws and customs of the Saxons dating back to around 1230.
Settling primarily in North(ern) Germany, the Saxons were one of the four main tribes of the medieval German Empire. Records of their existence date back as early as the 3 rd century.
3 The
Saxons were a military people, and it was only by force that they eventually converted to Christianity.
4
Early modern and medieval Germany used to be a multinational-state -with the emphasis on »multinational«, not »state«. The tribes lived by their own rules, only acting in concert in case of external military threats. Up to the present, these federalist tendencies have perhaps been German history's principal characteristic.
5 As Montesquieu stressed in 18 th century, federalism might be the very core of what is German(ic).
6
In any case, the Saxons were (in)famous for their enduring resistance against the legendary Emperor Charlemagne.
7 Only by brute force did he manage to prevail in 785, eventually compelling the Saxons' leader, Widukind, to accept baptism.
8 In 802, a collection of the Saxons' tribal law was recorded in the so-called Lex Saxonum.
9 However, it was Charlemagne who established this law, 10 so it is unclear whether and to what extent this collection genuinely depicts Saxonian customs.
As opposed to the indigenous population on Taiwan, 11 the Saxons never showed any signs of egalitarianism. Even the Lex Saxonum distinguishes between people according to their »value«. In case of inter-tribal murder, the perpetrator's tribe was supposed to compensate by paying a so-called »weregild«, a specified sum of money. Pursuant to Lex Saxonum, the weregild varied according to the social status of the victim.
12
For the time between 800 and about 1230, there exists no Saxon legislation whatsoever, but around 1230 the Sachsenspiegel, the most important medieval source of legal thought and laws in German, appeared. 13 Indeed, it is so well-preserved that it is a one-of-a-kind source of history.
But who recorded those customs in writing? It was Eike von Repgow, whom we sadly know little about other than that he existed. Eike was apparently a legal practitioner of some sort, probably a juryman or alderman in court. What we can be certain about is that Eike was unaware of his work's impact and the importance that would eventually be attributed to it. Surprisingly, collective memory seems to have forgotten the ruthless war perpetrated by Charlemagne against Eike's people 400 years earlier.
Charlemagne is portrayed as a legendary Christian emperor and the architect of the Sachsenspiegel.
14
On one hand, the Saxons were part of the Empire and had assimilated. On the other hand, the notion of being »Saxonian« still prevailed among the population. For example, the Sachsenspiegel's Landrecht (»common law«, »law of the land«, literally »land law«) covers all those born in Saxony, 15 the point of reference thus being the place of birth irrespective of one's later place of residence.
One matter remains unsolved: what motivated Eike to commit these laws to writing? Obviously, governmental laws and traditional customs worked fine in tandem for 400 years. This crucial question has yet to be answered. What we do know, however, is that circumstances at that time differed greatly from today's situation in Taiwan. Surprisingly, there was no such thing as a governmental order for Eike to record the customs. Consequently, the Sachsenspiegel is what is known as a »Rechtsbuch«, a compendium of laws, a phenomenon primarily attributed to 13 th century Europe. Essentially, these are works of individuals without any mandate by the authorities.
16
Medieval law books are comprehensive records of law that had previously been passed on orally. At that time, such (law) books were in vogue. To name but a few others, in England, the tracts »De legibus et consuetudinibus Regni Angliae« appeared; in France, there were the »Coutumes« and in Spain the »Fueros«. Apart from legal habits as its basis (1), the main characteristics of a law book were its intention to impart a comprehensive understanding of the legal life in a community by way of recording legal habits and its norm-building effect of this process (2), though this effect must be clearly distinguishable from monarchical or collective legislative measures (3).
17
To illustrate how such a book could ever achieve general legally binding effect with a modern analogue, the example of an authoritative textbook may help. Not legislation but imparting legal knowledge (»teachings«) is the author's main objective: »Whoever wants to understand feudal law must follow the teachings of this book«.
18 The Sachsenspiegel's section on feudal law starts with these words. The present legal culture of the English common law is arguably compatible with this way of thinking. There, venerable textbooks of famous lawyers of the past centuries are accepted as sources of law (»books of authority«) without further ado.
19
As to why these records have been produced, the answers of legal historians appear, as mentioned above, somewhat feeble. One explanation given is that writing a law book simply »had been in the air« all over Europe, 20 another that there had been »an urge for codification«. 21 We can perhaps approach an answer if we bear in mind that these authors did not record the law in order to make law. Rather, they seem to be of the opinion that the written form grants the law greater authority. This could have been an important reason. The words »consuetudo in scriptis redacta« (»habits that have been brought into written form«) from the Decretum Gratiani might indicate such a view.
22 But literature beyond legal texts also flourished around 1200, as it was also the time of chivalric romances.
Although the Sachsenspiegel is not a literary text but rather one of the first longer prose texts in German, 23 Eike, perhaps, has much more in com- 
30
This leads me to indigenous law in Taiwan, more precisely to the law of the Sejiq. What in their language is called »Gaya« can apparently not be translated into English. If it can be considered as »law« in a Western sense at all, it would arguably mean »sacred law«.
31 Further, the meaning of the word »Gaya« is also linked with ritual groups responsible for the moral behaviour of their members and with political institutions.
It is difficult to say where the normativity of these connotations ends and the facticity begins. Whatever the case, what particularly reminds me of Eike von Repgow is that spirits, the Utux, control the compliance with Gaya. And wrongdoers are punished by the Utux with nothing but a curse, the curse of lumuba. This curse does not cause severe illness, as was the case with Eike, but rather mysterious accidents. In either case, however, the wrongdoers' death is the outcome.
What rules need to be broken in order to fall under the curse of lumuba? It might follow, for example, the sale of property inherited from one's ancestors. Such behaviour would be a severe violation of the Gaya. The interesting aspect is that there is an exact parallel of this in the Sachsenspiegel.
Roman law is dominated by the principle of »universal succession«.
32 According to this principle, everything possessed by the decedent is transferred to the heirs as a uniform asset. In the Sachsenspiegel, there was a different approach, according to which particular items were given to particular surviving dependants. Furthermore, a certain amount of food, which was specified in more detail, was separately transferred to the widow in order to ensure her livelihood.
33 All of this is the expression of a medieval way of life and asset structure. This is alien to us, as we live in a world where everybody can theoretically satisfy their desires with their own labour and where there are no shortages, at least as far as prosperous countries are concerned.
83 years ago 34 one legal feature of this strange world appeared before the highest German court for the last time. 35 In 1932 a succession dispute raised the question of whether the heir has legal standing to contest the decedent's disposition concerning the inheritance. In the German Civil Code, which applied then as it does now, such a legal position does not exist, but it does in the Sachsenspiegel. 36 The Sachsenspiegel's law of succession is based on the medieval property order that distinguished between inherited assets on the one hand and acquired assets on the other. Only what one had personally acquired could be legally given to strangers. Thus, there was a crucial difference between inheritance and possession. The inherited assets, especially land as the basis of an agricultural economy, had to stay within the family for its livelihood. The point is to prevent one individual from squandering the livelihood of the whole family or clan. An individual can never dispose of 24 Kannowski (2005) items that belong to the economic collective of a family that lasts over many generations. The ancestral spirits are present, similar to the Gaya of the Sejiq. A legal position of individual ownership in the modern Western sense did not exist.
A disposition was only legally effective pending the agreement of all heirs. Based on the Sachsenspiegel's wording, 37 the legal institution of this consent was called »Erbenlaub«. 38 The courts recognized these and other variations of Roman law that resulted from medieval customs for centuries. Such variations only gradually disappeared with the harmonization of civil legislation in the German Empire from 1871. Thus, it becomes apparent that the Sachsenspiegel continued to affect Germany for over 700 years. In some regions the Sachsenspiegel remained valid until the German Civil Code (BGB) became legally valid on 1 January 1900. As mentioned above, courts continued to apply the Sachsenspiegel even longer.
However, the functioning of a court prescribed by the Sachsenspiegel was very different from current conceptions of courts in Germany.
39 It was precisely not about the application of law, which would imply subsumption. Fixed texts that had to be applied simply did not exist. The idea that a written text could solve a legal problem with binding force would have been alien to the Sachsenspiegel's creator, Eike von Repgow.
40 A trial is about finding the law, and that is not even the task of the judge, whose sole role is to lead the trial. The process most closely resembles what is known as the »adversarial system« in the Common Law countries, 41 at least much more so than the continental European legal procedure, which follows the principles of a Roman process. The Sachsenspiegel states that the judge has to pose a legal question to one of a group of aldermen. This alderman has to answer the question, and the response is considered the verdict as long as no other person contradicts it. In that case, the two answers are brought before another court assembly. This assembly must then decide which of the answers deserves consent.
42
Unfortunately, I cannot answer the interesting question as to whether or to what extent the transcription of Saxon customs and habits changed Saxon customary law (»Rechtsgewohnheit«). There are simply no sources about the nature of the law prior to transcription, to say nothing of empirical field studies before 1230. However, there was apparently a layer of Saxon law applicable to all Saxons and at least one that only applied in certain localities. Eike says that a non-resident does not always have to answer to an action under particular village law. Only the general law of the land is universally binding.
It would be anachronistic to refer to Eike's way of thinking as »legal pluralism«. It is true, however, that magistrate legislation was certainly not the only recognized source of law for him. Rather, law consisted of a web of legal customs at different levels, where the boundaries of normative claim and actually practiced court life were fluid. This medieval concept lost currency in the period of the Sachsenspiegel's modern application. In consequence, the Sachsenspiegel could only be applied where its relation to the law of »state«, set by king and pope, had been clarified. In this process of clarification Johann von Buch plays a vital role. Johann, who had studied Roman law in Italy 43 wrote a commentary on the Sachsenspiegel 100 years after its appearance. Johann considers the Sachsenspiegel a special law of Saxony, in his terminology a privilege that has been received with the royal consent of Charlemagne.
44 At one point in the Sachsenspiegel Eike says that the Saxons kept certain rights against the will of Charlemagne,
45
which Johann simply dismisses as untrue. Law is unthinkable for him without the consent of a ruler.
46 If something like »legal pluralism« ever existed in Eike's world, it was fading as the upcoming Roman ideal of the sovereign royal power rose. There was also no room left for ghosts and curses in Johann's thinking. The Sachsenspiegel henceforth appeared in a more rational and sober light. Eike's curse is not even mentioned in Johann's comment.
But even though Johann did not care too much about curses and ghosts, it is hard to imagine the Sachsenspiegel going viral the way it did without his glossing. Between 1471 and 1614, the Sachsenspiegel was reprinted thirty-one times, all of them accompanied by the glossing.
47 I mentioned earlier that Johann von Buch viewed the law as an entity exclusively defined by governmental order, but did he countenance legal pluralism after all?
The most prevalent particular law within the old empire's borders was Saxonian law, 48 as imparted in universities. Unlike any other German group, only the Saxons were privileged with their own made-to-measure law, the Sachsenspiegel.
49
Though Johann intended to preserve the Sachsenspiegel's impact and significance, essentially degrading Roman law to a mere addendum, he makes some seemingly damning statements about it. In a prominent passage, Johann argues that courts tended to dismiss parties as idiots if they based their reasoning on a rule from the Sachsenspiegel. However, blazoning a regional legal principle with genuine Roman-law reasoning will most certainly catch the attention of a judge -and perhaps even the Pope.
50
What is Johann insinuating? His remark recalls a lawyer briefing his client in »legalese« for purely rhetorical effect without changing the substantive argument. Taiwanese legal customs may meet a similar fate, and this would perhaps not be the worst of all solutions.
The dominance of the Sachsenspiegel behind the façade of the learned law becomes increasingly evident when the latter is subjected to the structure of the Sachsenspiegel. It was, perhaps counterintuitively, the Sachsenspiegel, not the Roman law, that served as the guide to solve legal problems, which had an inestimable impact on medieval legal thinking.
Furthermore, it would be wrong to assume that Johann commented on the Sachsenspiegel on the basis of Corpus Iuris Civilis and in the Roman language -on the contrary! But there was another dimension to Johann's writing in colloquial German. As judges were laymen without legal knowledge gained through academic studies, it was only through Germanic commentary that they could understand the rules they applied.
51 So from a legal perspective, Johann's use of the German language essentially bridged the medieval and modern ages. 
